
<MGH Rewards Club> Exchange points for the items listed
Hotel TOBA HOTEL INTERNATIONAL HOTEL THE CELESTINE TOKYO SHIBA HOTEL THE CELESTINE TOKYO SHIBA TOBA HOTEL INTERNATIONAL
Point 3500 4000 4000 5000

Name 3000 [3500?] pts for Toba Int'l Hotel gifts CELESTINE TOKYO SHIBA cookies CELESTINE TOKYO SHIBA curry 5000-pt gift for Toba Int'l Hotel cake

Contents

You can choose one of two original hotel products.

A. Hotel original dressing set (2 bottles)
B. Baked sweets & Imperial blend coffee set
Fig sablés, chocolate sablés, Aonori seaweed cookies, galette sel (4
types x 8 cookies), Imperial Blend coffee (5 x 10g drip sachets)

An assortment of original cookies. These hotel cookies – crisp outside,
soft and moist inside – have an elegant sweetness that goes well with
coffee and tea.

Using a 70-year-old recipe handed down from its predecessor, Hotel
The Celestine Tokyo Shiba has added more than a dozen spices to
create a Kashmir-style curry with a pleasing texture.

4-pack curry set (classic plain x 2, Kagoshima "Kurobuta" Berkshire
pork x 1, Kagoshima black "Kuroushi" beef x 1)

A gift voucher for quality cheesecake that is recognized around the
world and awarded a Monde Selection Gold Medal (for the plain
cheesecake). Choose from 5 popular flavours. Size 7, diameter 21cm.

A. Cheesecake (plain)
B. Blueberry cheesecake
C. Ise green tea cheesecake
D. Coffee cheesecake
E. Apple cheesecake

Hotel NEMU RESORT TOBA HOTEL INTERNATIONAL Halekulani Okinawa
Point 5000 10000 13000

Name 5000 pts for NEMU RESORT gifts 10000 pts for Toba Int'l Hotel gifts Halekulani Okinawa tote

Contents

Choose your favorite from two original hotel items.

A. "Matsusaka" beef curry & hashed beef set
     2 curries, 3 hashed beef    *Retort packs
B. Pound cake set 4 types x 4 pieces

Choose one of the six hotel specialty dishes that use ingredients from
Ise-Shima.
A. Steamed lobster from Ise-Shima with wine (2 lobsters)
B. Luxurious abalone gratin from Ise-Shima (3 servings)
    [in summer]
    Ise-Shima luxurious lobster gratin (3 servings) [in winter]
C. Matsusaka beef braised in red wine (2 servings)
D. Pasta sauce with lobster and seafood (2 servings)
E. Modern-style Japanese "Matsusaka" roast beef (200g)
F. Grilled Ise-Shima abalone with a creamy "raku miso" sauce (2
servings)

Natural-colored canvas tote, light blue handle, front & inner pockets.
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